HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
Singapore Notes
! This will be the eighth edition of the HSBC Singapore Sevens, and fourth
consecutive, since it returned to the series calendar in 2016.
! Five nations have won the Cup title in Singapore, but only New Zealand and Fiji
have done so more than once.
! For two of the past three champions, this has been their maiden Sevens
Series Cup title, Canada in 2016 and Kenya in 2017.
! Fiji are the defending champions in Singapore, and will be looking to
become the first team to go back-to-back at this event.
! They have played the most Cup finals in Singapore with three
previous appearances, winning the title in 2006 and 2018, and
finishing runner-up in 2016.
! New Zealand hold the record for most tournament tries scored in Singapore,
with 36 in 2005.
	
  

! Fiji’s Filimoni Bolavucu holds the record for most individual tries in a
tournament in Singapore with 10 tries in 2006.
! Fiji’s William Ryder holds the record for the most points in a single tournament
in Singapore, scoring 58 points in 2006.
! Hong Kong return to the HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series as the invitational
team for the first time since the HSBC Singapore Sevens in 2017.
! This will be their 29th Sevens Series event since 1999-2000.
! There have now been 25 consecutive tournaments dating back to Wellington in
2017 without a player scoring 10 tries, the longest streak in HSBC World Rugby
Sevens Series history.
! France’s Terry Bouhraoua was the last player to reach double figures in a
tournament, scoring 10 tries in Cape Town in 2016.
Past Sevens Series champions in Singapore
SERIES
2018
2016-17
2015-16
2005-06
2004-05
2003-04
2001-02
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LOCATION
Singapore
Singapore	
  
Singapore	
  
Singapore
Singapore
Singapore
Singapore

CUP WINNER
Fiji
Canada
Kenya
Fiji
New Zealand
South Africa
New Zealand

Singapore – 13-14 APRIL, 2019

DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
Australia (28-22)
USA (26-19)
Fiji (30-7)
England (40-21)
England (26-5)
Argentina (24-19)
Argentina 21-17)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
Key stats
!

Fiji have won the most Cup titles of any team this series, and are looking to win
consecutive events for the second time after Cape Town and Hamilton.
! Fiji are the defending champions in Singapore. They have successfully
defended two of their three 2018 series Cup titles this season, going
back-to-back in Hamilton and Hong Kong, but falling short in Vancouver,
winning the bronze final.
! The last time Fiji achieved this twice in a season was in 2016,
successfully defending their Hong Kong and Las Vegas titles. They will
be looking to defend three or more Cup titles in a single series for the first
time.

! After winning two of the first three HSBC Singapore Sevens events, New
Zealand have not reached the Cup semi-finals here since their last title in 2005,
losing their past four Cup quarter-finals at this event.
! It has been 14 years since their last Cup victory in Singapore, their
second longest Cup drought of any active event on the HSBC World
Rugby Sevens Series calendar.
! Their longest drought in one country stands at 15 years, not claiming a
Cup title on French soil since Bordeaux in 2004.
! South Africa meet Fiji in the pool stage for the first time this series, with all five
previous games coming in Cup knock-outs or bronze finals.
! They have only met in the same pool on 14 previous occasions in their 86
matches overall since 2000.
! Japan are one win away from surpassing their 2016-17 series total of eight
victories.
! France won their second silver medal of the season in Hong Kong, and have
now played two Cup finals in the same series for the first time.
! France have now won more games in the past two tournaments than they
did in the opening five this series. They won eight of 27 games played
between Dubai and Las Vegas, compared to winnng nine of their past 12
matches since Vancouver.
! In his 69th Sevens Series tournament, Branco du Preez will become the joint
most capped South African alongside Kyle Brown.
! In his 28th Sevens Series tournament, Francisco Hernandez will equal Javier
Carrion as Spain’s most capped player.
! Canada’s Justin Douglas and Mike Fuailefu will both play their 50th Sevens
Series tournament.
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Argentina team notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
7th

Cape
Town
9th

Hamilton

Sydney

11th

9th

Las
Vegas
4th

Vancouver
7th

Hong
Kong
5th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! Argentina produced their second-highest finish of the series in Hong Kong
winning the fifth-place play-off 21-14 against New Zealand.
! They scored 19 tries in Hong Kong, their fourth most in a tournament this
series.
! Argentina have had 22 different individual try-scorers this season, the
second most of any team behind France (24).
! Argentina were runners-up in Singapore in 2002 and 2004, but have not
reached the Cup quarter-finals or better here since 2016.
! After finishing fourth in 2016, they have played the 13th-place play-off in
each of their past two visits to Singapore.
! They have only scored 20 or more tries in Singapore on three previous
occasions, with 22 tries in 2002, 21 tries in 2004 and 20 tries in 2017.
! Argentina are three wins away from 500 Sevens Series victories. Only six other
teams have reached this milestone.
! Argentina will open their Singapore campaign against Australia, a team they
have only defeated once from three games played this season. After losing 38-0
in Dubai and 17-12 in Hamilton, they recorded their first win in Sydney, 29-14.
! They have not won back-to-back Sevens Series games against Australia
since Singapore and Cape Town in 2016, and have not done so in the
same series since 2014-15 on the Gold Coast and in Port Elizabeth.
! Argentina will meet Hong Kong at a Sevens Series event for the first time since
Singapore in 2017.
! Argentina will meet France in their final pool game, with both teams trading wins
in the past six meetings.
! Lautaro Bazan Velez has made the most line-breaks (18) and carries (102) for
Argentina this series. He needs four more tries to reach 50 Sevens Series tries.
! Matias Osadczuk was Argentina’s leading try-scorer in Hong Kong with five.
Cup titles (2)
SERIES
2008-09
2003-04
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ROUND
San Diego
Los Angeles

Singapore – 13-14 APRIL, 2019

DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
England (19-14)
New Zealand (21-12)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
AUSTRALIA TEAM NOTEs
	
  
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
4th

Cape
Town
7th

Hamilton

Sydney

7th

6th

Las
Vegas
7th

Vancouver
9th

Hong
Kong
11th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! Australia played their first Cup final in Singapore last year, losing 28-22 against
Fiji. They have not played another Sevens Series Cup final since then, and will
be looking to reach this stage in consecutive tournaments at the same venue for
the first time since they played three straight finals in London between 2013-15.
! Australia will be looking to bounce back from a disappointing performance in
Hong Kong which saw them score their second least tries (16) in a tournament
this series, and make their least line-breaks (17).
! Australia will look to improve their defence after conceding 19 tries in each of
their past two tournaments, compared to 14.2 per game across their first five.
! Australia reached the Cup final here last year on the back of a solid
defensive performance, conceding the joint-least tries (12) and least points
(72) of any team.
! Australia will look to improve their ball retention after their offload game-plan,
which saw them make a series-high 22 in Hong Kong, resulted in the fourth
most surrendered possessions per game (6.8) in the tournament.
! Australia won just two games in Hong Kong, their joint-least in a tournament this
series alongside Hamilton. They have never failed to reach the Cup quarterfinals in Singapore, reaching this stage in all seven previous visits.
! They have topped their pool in the past two HSBC Singapore Sevens
tournaments.
! Australia will play Hong Kong in a Sevens Series tournament for the first time
since Tokyo in 2012.
! Australia and France have traded wins across their past four Sevens Series
meetings since Vancouver in 2017. Both matches this series have been decided
by four points or less, with France winning 21-17 in Vancouver, and Australia
winning 17-14 in Sydney.
! Maurice Longbottom made a strong return in Hong Kong with a team-high 18
carries, nine tackles, five line-breaks and four tries.
! He is currently on a three-game try-scoring streak, and is looking to score
in four straight matches for the second time in his career, and the first
time in games across the same series.
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! Peter Miller holds the Australian record for most tries in a single
tournament in Singapore, with six in 2002.
! Tom Connor returns to the squad for the first time since Cape Town.
! He is one of five survivors in this 12-man squad from last year’s Cup final
team, with Maurice Longbottom, Dylan Pietsch, Lachie Miller and Tim
Anstee all returning.
! Injury replacement Brandon Quinn also played in last year’s Cup final,
and was one of four Australian try-scorers in their 28-22 loss against Fiji.
! Brandon Quinn scored the second most tries for Australia in Singapore last
year (3) behind John Porch (4).
! Head coach Tim Walsh played in Australia’s first-ever match at the HSBC
Singapore Sevens in 2002, scoring a try in their 33-7 victory against South
Korea.

Cup titles (7)
SERIES
2018
2011-12
2009-10
2001-02
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01

ROUND
Sydney
Tokyo
London
Brisbane
Kuala Lumpur
Shanghai
Wellington
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DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
South Africa (29-0)
Samoa (28-26)
South Africa (19-14)
New Zealand (28-0)
New Zealand (19-17)
South Africa (19-12)
Fiji (19-17)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
	
  

CANADA TEAM notes	
  
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
11th

Cape
Town
11th

Hamilton

Sydney

7th

11th

Las
Vegas
13th

Vancouver
10th

Hong
Kong
15th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! Canada won their maiden HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series Cup title in
Singapore in 2017 in their second Cup final appearance.
! Canada have seven survivors in their current squad from this victory with
Nathan Hirayama, Justin Douglas, Luke McCloskey, Harry Jones,
Mike Fuailefau, Matt Mullins and Isaac Kaay all returning.
! Canada will look to bounce back from a disappointing performance in Hong
Kong which saw them score just nine tries, their least in a tournament since
Paris in 2016, 29 tournaments ago.
! They made their least offloads (10), line-breaks (13) and 22-visits (15) in
a tournament this season.
! Canada will play the previous two Cup title winners this series in their pool,
South Africa and Fiji, as they attempt to reach just their second Cup quarter-final
of the season since Hamilton.
! Canada will face Fiji for the first time since their 26-19 victory in Vancouver. This
win is one of three across the past two years against the three-time series
champions, having also defeated them in London and Cape Town in 2017.
! Fiji were the only team to defeat Canada en-route to their maiden Cup
title in Singapore in 2017, losing 35-7 in their pool match.
! Canada will face South Africa for the first time this series, having not played
against them since Paris last season. They will be looking to end a 19-game
losing streak against the defending HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series
champions dating back to Las Vegas in 2013.
! Their last Sevens Series win against South Africa came in Wellington in
2013, with current squad members Nathan Hirayama, Harry Jones and
Justin Douglas the only survivors from that victory.
! Justin Douglas was Canada’s leading try-scorer in Hong Kong with four, and
made a team-high five line-breaks.
! He was Canada’s leading try-scorer in Singapore last year with five.
! He and Mike Fuailefu will both play their 50th Sevens Series tournament.
! Connor Braid leads the DHL Performance Tracker by 25 points from Samoa’s
Alamada Motuga in second and 28 points ahead of Fiji’s Vilimoni Botitu in third.
Cup titles (1)
SERIES
2016-17
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ROUND
Singapore

Singapore – 13-14 APRIL, 2019

DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
USA (29-16)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
ENGLAND TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
3rd

Cape
Town
5th

Hamilton

Sydney

9th

3rd

Las
Vegas
5th

Vancouver
6th

Hong
Kong
7th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! England are two-time runners-up in Singapore, losing the Cup final against New
Zealand 26-5 in 2005, and against Fiji 40-21 in 2006.
! They have finished third in each of their past two visits to Singapore,
defeating Australia 14-12 in the bronze final in 2017, and South Africa 2624 last year.
! This is one of three countries where England are yet to claim a Cup title
after losing more then one final. They have also finished second on two
occasions in France (2004 and 2018) and Scotland (2008 and 2012).
! They have reached the Cup quarter-finals or better in six of their seven
HSBC Singapore Sevens appearances, only failing to qualify in 2016
when they finished third in their pool.
! England scored the third most tries of any team in Hong Kong with 22. This is
the sixth time this series they have scored 20 or more tries in a tournament. Last
series this was achieved this on only four occasions.
! England are averaging 21.3 tries per tournament this series, their most in
a series since 2008-09.
! This was the third time this season they have featured inside the top
three try-scoring teams in a single tournament after finishing third in
Hamilton and Las Vegas.
! Their best try-scoring effort in Singapore came in 2006, when they scored
25 tries.
! They made the fifth most visits to the opposition-22 of any team in Hong
Kong, and enjoyed the fourth best success-rate at 88 per cent. There
were only three visits by England into the opposition-22 from which they
didn’t score.
! England are currently enjoying a four-game winning streak against pool
opponents Kenya dating back to Singapore last year.
! They have won both fixtures this series, 29-12 in Cape Town and 36-7 in
Sydney, only conceding three tries overall this series.
! They are currently enjoying a 16-game Sevens Series winning streak against
Wales dating back to Tokyo in 2013.
! They have not lost against Wales since the Gold Coast in 2011 (21-7).
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!

England ended a four-game losing streak against USA this series with a 28-22
victory in Hong Kong.
!

They have not won back-to-back games against the Eagles Sevens since
Hong Kong in 2016 and Las Vegas in 2017, and in the same series since
Wellington and Sydney in 2016.

! Charlton Kerr and Tom Mitchell were England’s leading try-scorers in
Singapore last year with four each.
! Dan Norton was England’s leading try-scorer in Hong Kong with five, and has
been their leading try-scorer in three of the seven events this series (Hamilton,
Las Vegas and Hong Kong).
! He has scored eight tries in his past nine games, including seven in six
straight matches.
! He enjoys a good scoring record against Wales in recent times, with 10
tries in his past five games against them.
! He requires four more tries to become England’s leading try-scorer in
Singapore, surpassing Ben Gollings.
! Phil Burgess has made the most tackles of any player this season with 90,
making the joint or second-most in each of the past two tournaments.
! England coach Simon Amor played in both of England’s previous Cup finals in
Singapore, in 2005 and 2006, and is still chasing his first Cup title at this event
as a player or coach.
Cup titles (19)
SERIES
2016-17
2016-17
2014-15
2012-13
2011-12
2010-11
2008-09
2008-09
2005-06
2005-06
2005-06
2004-05
2003-04
2003-04
2003-04
2002-03
2002-03
2002-03
2001-02
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ROUND
Vancouver
Cape Town
Tokyo
Wellington
Dubai
Dubai
London
Wellington
Hong Kong
Los Angeles
Dubai
Dubai
London
Hong Kong
George
London
Hong Kong
Brisbane
Hong Kong

Singapore – 13-14 APRIL, 2019

DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
South Africa (19-7)
South Africa (19-17)
South Africa (21-14)
Kenya (24-19)
France (29-12)
Samoa (29-21)
New Zealand (31-26)
New Zealand (19-17)
Fiji (26-24)
Fiji (38-5)
Fiji (28-26)
Fiji (26-21)
New Zealand (22-19)
Argentina (22-12)
New Zealand (38-14)
Fiji (31-24)
New Zealand (22-17)
Fiji (28-14)
Fiji (33-20)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
FIJI TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
5th

Cape
Town
1st

Hamilton

Sydney

1st

4th

Las
Vegas
6th

Vancouver
3rd

Hong
Kong
1st

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! Fiji are the defending HSBC Singapore Sevens champions and are looking to
become the first team to win back-to-back events, and three titles overall.
! They have won the most Cup titles of any team this series, and are
looking to win consecutive events for the second time after Cape Town
and Hamilton.
! They have successfully defended two of their three 2018 series Cup titles
this season, going back-to-back in Hamilton and Hong Kong, but falling
short in Vancouver, winning the bronze final.
! The last time they achieved this twice in a season was in 2016,
successfully defending their Hong Kong and Las Vegas titles. They will
be looking to defend three or more Cup titles in a single series for the first
time.
! New Zealand are the only team to have successfully defended a Cup title
at three different events in the same season, going back-to-back in
Durban, Cardiff and London in 2002 after Cup titles wins the previous
series.
! Fiji have been the top try-scoring team in four of the seven events this series,
scoring a competition-high 184 tries in total.
! They are averaging 26.3 tries per tournament this series, their most in a
season since 2015-16 when they last were crowned series champions.
! They are 16 tries away from scoring 200 tries for the season, a milestone
they have reached in their past five Sevens Series seasons, and all at the
eighth event of the series.
! They scored the most tries of any team in Singapore last year with 27,
and have been the tournament’s leading try-scoring team in three of the
seven HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series events here since 2002.
! After failing to make more than 20 line-breaks in each tournament across North
America, Fiji made 25 in Hong Kong, their second-most at an event this series,
and their most since Hamilton (26).
! Fiji face Canada and South Africa in Pool A, the last two teams to defeat them
this series in Vancouver. Canada claimed their third win in five games against
Fiji in the pool stage 26-19, while South Africa won 31-12 in the Cup semi-final.
! Aminiasi Tuimaba was named HSBC Player of the Final in Hong Kong after a
performance that saw him score two tries, make two line-breaks, two offloads,
six carries and five tackles against France.
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! His 27 tries this season are the fourth most of any player.
! He has scored 12 tries in his past 12 games since Vancouver, including
three doubles.
! Alasio Naduva made the most line-breaks of any player in Singapore last year
with nine.
! He has been Fiji’s leading or joint-leading try-scorer in four of their seven
events this series, with a team-high five tries in Dubai, Sydney and
Vancouver, and six tries in Cape Town.
! He is one of only four survivors in this squad from last year’s Cup title
winning team, with Jerry Tuwai, Paula Dranisinukula and Josua
Vakurunabili also returning.
Cup titles (39)
SERIES
2019
2019
2019
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2016-17
2015-16
2015-16
2015-16
2014-15
2014-15
2014-15
2014-15
2013-14
2013-14
2012-13
2012-13
2011-12
2011-12
2011-12
2009-10
2008-09
2008-09
2006-07
2006-07
2005-06
2005-06
2005-06
2005-06
2002-03
2001-02
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
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ROUND
Hong Kong
Hamilton
Cape Town
London
Singapore
Hong Kong
Vancouver
Hamilton
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Las Vegas
Dubai
Glasgow
Hong Kong
Las Vegas
Gold Coast
Tokyo
Dubai
Hong Kong
Gold Coast
London
Hong Kong
Gold Coast
Wellington
Edinburgh
Hong Kong
Adelaide
San Diego
London
Singapore
Wellington
George
George
Mar del Plata
Tokyo
Brisbane
Wellington
Mar del Plata
Stellenbosch

Singapore – 13-14 APRIL, 2019

DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
France (21-7)
USA (38-0)
USA (29-15)
South Africa (21-17)
Australia (28-22)
Kenya (24-12)
Kenya (31-12)
South Africa (24-17)
South Africa (22-0)
New Zealand (21-7)
Australia (21-15)
England (28-17)
New Zealand (24-17)
New Zealand (33-19)
New Zealand (35-19)
Samoa (31-24)
South Africa (33-26)
South Africa (29-17)
Wales (26-19)
New Zealand (32-14)
Samoa (38-15)
New Zealand (35-28)
New Zealand (26-12)
Samoa (19-12)
South Africa (20-19)
South Africa (26-24)
Samoa (21-7)
Samoa (38-24)
Samoa (54-14)
England (40-21)
South Africa (27-22)
Argentina (21-19)
New Zealand (24-14)
South Africa (24-7))
New Zealand (27-22)
Australia (24-21)
New Zealand (24-14)
New Zealand (26-14)
New Zealand (12-10)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
France TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
10th

Cape
Town
11th

Hamilton

Sydney

14th

7th

Las
Vegas
15th

Vancouver
2nd

Hong
Kong
2nd

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! France won their second silver medal of the season in Hong Kong, and have
now played two Cup finals in the same series for the first time.
! France have now won more games in their past two tournaments than
they did in the opening five this series. They won eight of 27 games
played between Dubai and Las Vegas, compared to winning nine of their
past 12 matches since Vancouver.
! France have reached the Cup quarter-finals in Singapore on three occasions, in
2004, 2006 and 2016.
! Their best finish in Singapore was a Cup semi-final in 2004, losing 24-0
to eventual champions South Africa.
! France scored 20 tries in Hong Kong, and have now scored 20 or more tries in
consecutive tournaments for the first time since Singapore and London in 2005.
! They have never scored 20 or more in three straight tournaments.
! They are averaging 15.9 tries per event this season, their highest series
average since 2015-16 (17).
! France have made the most offloads of any team in each of the past two
tournaments, making a competition-high 72 offloads since Vancouver, nine
more than the next best team Fiji in this period.
! Their 38 offloads in Hong Kong were the third most of any team in a
tournament this season behind Fiji’s 41 in Dubai and 40 in Cape Town.
! Their 222 total offloads this series are the second most behind Fiji (235)
and 69 more than Spain in third.
! They averaged the third most passes per game of any team in Hong
Kong (34.8).
! France made the most visits to the opposition-22 of any team in Hong Kong with
31, but were only able to score the joint-fourth most tries. Their 64.5 per cent
success rate was their lowest in a tournament this series.
! The French defence only conceded 12 tries in Hong Kong, the second least of
any team in the tournament, their fewest in an event this series.
! Tevite Veredamu made a team-high four line-breaks in Hong Kong, his most in
a tournament this series.
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! France had just four try-scorers in Singapore in 2018, with Paul Bonneford the
only player to have scored returning this year.
! France have 24 individual try-scorers this series, the most of any team.
! Stephen Parez is their leading try-scorer with 13 this season. He is the
only French player to have scored the most or joint-most tries for the
team in more than two events this series.
! Jean Pascal Barraque has the highest restart retention success rate of any
kicker who has made more than 10 restarts this series, with 40 per cent.
! William Iraguha has been named to make his Sevens Series debut in
Singapore, becoming the 28th player to be used by France this series.
! Iraguha represented France in the 2017 U20 Six Nations.

Cup titles (1)
SERIES
2004-05
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ROUND
Paris

Singapore – 13-14 APRIL, 2019

DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
Fiji (28-19)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
Hong Kong TEAM notes
! Hong Kong return to the HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series as the invitational
team for the first time since the Singapore Sevens in 2016.
! This will be their 29th Sevens Series event since 1999-2000.
! They missed out on qualification as a core team for next season after
losing the World Series Qualifying final to Ireland 28-7.
! Hong Kong have played in four of the past seven HSBC Singapore Sevens,
participating between 2004-06, and in 2017.
! They have won just four of their 21 Sevens Series matches played in
Singapore, with two victories in 2004, including the Shield final, one win
in 2005 against Chinese Taipei, and one victory in 2017 against Russia.
! They open their HSBC Singapore Sevens campaign against France, a team
they have not played since Tokyo in 2012. Yiu Kam Shing was one of two tryscorers for Hong Kong in their 26-15 loss.
! They play Australia for the first time since their 17-14 loss in Tokyo in 2012.
Alex McQueen, Yiu Kam Shing and Jamie Hood all played in that game.
! Hong Kong played Argentina in their last appearance in Singapore in 2017, with
Cado Lee scoring their only try in a 33-7 loss.
! Head Coach Paul John has named five survivors in his squad from the last time
Hong Kong played at the HSBC Singapore Sevens in 2017.
! Max Woodward, Toby Fenn, Jamie Hood, Cado Lee and Yiu Kam
Shing all return.
! Jamie Hood was their joint-leading try-scorer in 2017 with two tries.
! Raef Morrison made the most tackles of any player at last weekend’s World
Rugby Sevens World Series Qualifiers with 16.
! Yiu Kam Shing made the most line-breaks for Hong Kong last weekend with
four.
! Toby Fenn made his Sevens Series debut in Singapore in 2017. He is one of
three players in this squad who played at RWC Sevens 2018 alongside Cado
Lee and Ben Hood.
! Yiu Kam Shing is Hong Kong’s most experienced Sevens Series player in this
squad having participated in seven previous tournaments.
! This will be Alex McQueen’s first HSBC Singapore Sevens having played three
events in Hong Kong and two in Tokyo since 2009.
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japan TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
14th

Cape
Town
15th

Hamilton

Sydney

15th

10th

Las
Vegas
15th

Vancouver
14th

Hong
Kong
10th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! Japan have played in six of the seven HSBC Singapore Sevens events overall
since 2002 as a core or invitational team, only missing the event in 2005.
! They scored 21 tries in Singapore last year, their joint-most in any HSBC
World Rugby Sevens Series event, equalling their performance in Tokyo
in 2000 and in Beijing in 2002.
! Japan produced their best attacking performance of the series in Hong Kong,
scoring a season-high 20 tries, and making their most visits to the opposition-22
(23) and line-breaks (22) in a single tournament.
!

Their 20 tries were one more than their total from Las Vegas and
Vancouver combined.

! They have now scored 10 or more tries in three of their past four events,
and will be looking to score 20 or more in consecutive tournaments for
the first time.
! They had eight individual try-scorers in Hong Kong, their most at a
tournament this series.
! Japan are one win away from surpassing their 2016-17 series total of eight
victories.
! Katsuyuki Sakai was the leading point-scorer in Hong Kong with 50 points. He
is the first player this series to finish more then one event as top-scorer after
also achieving this in Sydney.
! He is just the second Japanese player to finish a Sevens Series event as
the leading-point scorer after Hiroki Yoshida scored a tournament-high 48
points in Kuala Lumpur in 2002.
! He has been Japan’s leading try-scorer in each of their past three
tournaments in Singapore, with three in 2016, four in 2017 and five last
year.
! Siosifa Lisala has made the most or joint-most line-breaks for Japan in each of
the past two events he has played, with two in Las Vegas and seven in Hong
Kong.
! His seven line-breaks in Hong Kong were the most by a Japanese player
in a single tournament this series.
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Kenya TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
15th

Cape
Town
13th

Hamilton

Sydney

10th

15th

Las
Vegas
11th

Vancouver
15th

Hong
Kong
11th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! Kenya won their first Cup title in Singapore in 2016, defeating Fiji 30-7. Their
23-point victory is the largest Cup final margin in Singapore Sevens history.
! Andrew Amonde, Augustine Ligamy and Nelson Oyoo are the only
survivors from their Cup winning squad.
! Kenya will look to bounce back from a performance in Hong Kong that saw
them score just eight tries, their lowest in 31 Sevens Series tournaments.
! They converted just eight of their 15 visits to the opposition-22 into points,
with a 53 per cent success-rate their lowest of the season.
! They have scored 88 tries this series, their lowest total after seven events
since 2011-12, nine seasons ago.
! Kenya have won just one of their past ten games since Vancouver, and will be
looking to win two matches in a tournament for the first time since Las Vegas.
! Kenya are chasing their first win this series against Pool C opponents, England
and USA.
! They will be looking to end a four-game losing streak against England
dating back to Singapore last year, conceding 28 or more points in all
four defeats. They have never beaten England in Singapore in four
previous attempts.
! They have been outscored 67-10 overall by USA in their two previous
meetings this season in Sydney and Las Vegas. They will be hoping to
avoid losing three straight against the Eagles Sevens for the first time
since 2014-15 in Dubai, Port Elizabeth and Hong Kong.
! They have traded wins with Wales this series, winning 33-26 in Cape
Town before losing 19-14 in Sydney. Both previous fixtures have been
close, decided by a converted try or less. This will be the first time they
have met in Singapore.
! Kenya have just three survivors from their 2016 Cup title winning squad
returning this year. Andrew Amonde, Augustine Ligamy and Nelson Oyoo
all played in their Cup final win against Fiji, with Oyoo one of four try-scorers.
! Jeff Oluoch was named DHL Impact Player in Hong Kong, after a
performance that featured six line-breaks, seven offloads, 26 carries and 13
tackles.
Cup titles (1)
SERIES
2015-16
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Singapore
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DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
Fiji (30-7)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
NEW ZEALAND TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
1st

Cape
Town
4th

Hamilton

Sydney

3rd

1st

Las
Vegas
3rd

Vancouver
5th

Hong
Kong
6th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! After reaching the Cup semi-finals or better in all five of the opening events this
season, New Zealand have lost their past two Cup quarter-finals in Vancouver
and Hong Kong.
! After winning two of the first three HSBC Singapore Sevens events, New
Zealand have not reached the Cup semi-finals here since their last title in
2005, losing their past four Cup quarter-finals at this event.
! It has been 14 years since their last Cup victory in Singapore, their
second longest Cup drought of any active event on the HSBC World
Rugby Sevens Series calendar.
! Their longest drought in one country stands at 15 years, not
claiming a Cup title on French soil since Bordeaux in 2004.
! The All Blacks Sevens will look to bounce back from their lowest placing of the
season in Hong Kong. They have not finished fifth or lower in three consecutive
events since 2017 when they finished fifth in Vancouver, Hong Kong and
Singapore.
! New Zealand scored 20 tries in Hong Kong, their lowest since Cape Town and
Dubai at the start of this series.
! This is now the fifth consecutive tournament in which they have scored
20 or more tries. They have not scored 20 or more tries in six straight
events in the same series since 2014-15 when they reached this tally in
seven consecutive tournaments between the Gold Coast and Tokyo.
! Their 169 tries this series are their most after seven events since 2014-15
when they had scored 171 tries at the same stage of the season.
! In Hong Kong, New Zealand made their third most visits to the oppostion-22 in a
tournament this series (23), but scored their second least tries (20).
! New Zealand’s defence has conceded the least tries of any team this series,
with just 83.
! The All Blacks Sevens face Spain in their pool for first time since their 26-24
loss in Vancouver, their first in this fixture.
! New Zealand had very little possession in this match, making just 10
carries, 10 passes, one offload and three rucks, compared to 40 carries,
61 passes, six offloads and 15 rucks by Spain.
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! They will look to improve their discipline in this next meeting, conceding
five penalties compared to Spain’s one in Vancouver.
! New Zealand and Samoa have traded wins this series, with Samoa claiming
victory in Cape Town 21-17, before New Zealand won the next match 33-0 in
Las Vegas.
! Joe Ravouvou has been New Zealand’s leading try-scorer in each of their past
two events. Just over 50 per cent of his season’s tries have come from these
two tournaments, after scoring five in both Vancouver and Hong Kong.
! Kurt Baker was the leading point-scorer in Singapore last year with 42, which
included the joint-third most tries of any player (six).
! He scored at least one try in five of his six games in Singapore last year.
! His eight Sevens Series tries in Singapore are the third-most for New
Zealand behind Amasio Raoma (14) and Liam Messam (12).
! He has scored at least one try in his past four matches against Samoa.
! Tone Ng Shiu is the only All Blacks Sevens player to have played all 42
matches this series.
! He has made a team-high 24 offloads this series.
! Regan Ware has been New Zealand’s leading or joint-leading try-scorer in
Singapore in two of their past three visits, top scoring with four tries in 2017 and
three tries in 2016.
! Tim Mikkelson has won 21 Cup titles, the joint-third most of any player in
Sevens Series history behind former team-mates DJ Forbes (26) and Tomasi
Cama (22). However Singapore is one of three current rounds on the HSBC
World Rugby Sevens Series where he has never won a Cup title, alongside Las
Vegas and Paris.
Cup titles (58)
	
  

SERIES
2019
2019
2018
2015-16
2015-16
2015-16
2014-15
2013-14
2013-14
2013-14
2013-14
2013-14
2012-13
2012-13
2011-12
2011-12
2011-12

ROUND
Sydney
Dubai
Cape Town
Vancouver
Sydney
Wellington
Wellington
London
Glasgow
Hong Kong
Wellington
Gold Coast
London
Port Elizabeth
Glasgow
Wellington
Port Elizabeth
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DEFEATED IN FINAL
USA (21-5)
USA (21-5)
Argentina (38-14)
South Africa (19-14)
Australia (27-24)
South Africa (24-21)
England (27-21)
Australia (52-33)
Canada (54-7)
England (26-7)
South Africa (21-0)
Australia (40-19)
Australia (47-12)
France (47-12)
England (29-14)
Fiji (24-7)
South Africa (31-26)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2009-10
2009-10
2007-08
2007-08
2007-08
2007-08
2007-08
2007-08
2006-07
2006-07
2006-07
2004-05
2004-05
2004-05
2004-05
2003-04
2003-04
2002-03
2002-03
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00

Adelaide
Hong Kong
Wellington
George
George
Dubai
Edinburgh
Hong Kong
San Diego
Wellington
George
Dubai
Edinburgh
London
George
Singapore
Los Angeles
Wellington
George
Bordeaux
Wellington
Wellington
Dubai
Cardiff
London
Durban
Kuala Lumpur
Singapore
Beijing
Santiago
Cardiff
London
Tokyo
Hong Kong
Dubai
Durban
Paris
Hong Kong
Suva
Punta del Este
Dubai
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South Africa (28-20)
England (29-17)
New Zealand (29-14)
England (22-19)
Fiji (21-12)
Samoa (24-12)
England (24-14)
South Africa (26-12)
South Africa (27-12)
Samoa (22-7)
Fiji (34-7)
Fiji (31-21)
Samoa (34-5)
Fiji (29-7)
South Africa (24-19)
England (26-5)
Argentina (34-5)
Argentina (31-7)
Fiji (33-19)
England (28-19)
Fiji (33-15)
England (38-26)
Samoa (36-0)
England (24-12)
South Africa (54-14)
Samoa (19-17)
South Africa (29-5)
Argentina (21-17)
South Africa (43-14)
Argentina (21-7)
Australia (31-5)
Australia (19-12)
Australia (26-12)
Fiji (29-5)
Fiji (38-12)
Fiji (34-5)
South Africa (69-10)
Fiji (31-5)
Fiji (31-5)
Fiji (42-19)
Fiji (38-14)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
Samoa TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
9th

Cape
Town
10th

Hamilton

Sydney

6th

13th

Las
Vegas
2nd

Vancouver
7th

Hong
Kong
4th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! Samoa have played two Cup semi-finals in the same series for the first time
since 2011-12 when they reached this stage in Las Vegas, Tokyo and London.
! Samoa will be looking to reach the Cup semi-finals in Singapore for the
first time since 2004, and just the second time at this event.
!

Samoa are sitting sixth on the series standings, 25 points behind fourth place
and automatic Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games qualification.
! They have earned more series points in their past three events than they
did in the opening four events this season.

! Samoa produced their best defensive display of the season in Hong Kong,
conceding 16 tries, their least in a tournament.
! They averaged four missed tackles per game, the fifth least of any team,
and 3.5 less than their season average of 7.5 per game.
! Samoa will open their campaign against Spain, a team they have defeated twice
already this season by five points or less. Last season all six matches in this
fixture were decided by 16 points or more.
! John Vaili has been Samoa’s leading or joint-leading try-scorer in their past
three events, scoring 13 of his 20 series tries since Las Vegas.
! He made the most carries of any player in Hong Kong with 27.
! Alamanda Motuga is Samoa’s joint-leading try-scorer this season with 20, and
requires one more to reach 50 series tries.
! He has made the fourth most tackles of any player this series (76).
! He is one of three Samoan’s to score a team-high four tries in Singapore
last year alongside Elisapeta Alofipo and Alatasi Tupou.
Cup titles (10)
SERIES
2015-16
2012-13
2011-12
2009-10
2009-10
2009-10
2009-10
2007-08
2006-07
2006-07
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ROUND
Paris
Dubai
Las Vegas
Edinburgh
Hong Kong
Adelaide
Las Vegas
London
Hong Kong
Wellington
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DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
Fiji (29-26)
New Zealand (26-15)
New Zealand (26-19)
Australia (41-14)
New Zealand (24-21)
USA (38-10)
New Zealand (33-12)
Fiji (19-14)
Fiji (27-22)
Fiji (17-14)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
Scotland TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
7th

Cape
Town
7th

Hamilton

Sydney

5th

15th

Las
Vegas
9th

Vancouver
11th

Hong
Kong
9th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! Scotland won their second Challenge Trophy in the series last weekend,
defeating Japan 26-24 in Hong Kong.
! They scored 20 tries in the tournament, their most in a single event this
series, and their most since Hong Kong last year.
! They have only scored 20 or more tries in consecutive Sevens Series
events on four previous occasions, and most recently at Vancouver and
Hong Kong last season.
! Scotland have reached the Cup quarter-finals in Singapore on two previous
occasions, losing 31-7 against Argentina in 2002 and 33-7 against New Zealand
in 2005.
! Their best try-scoring effort in Singapore came in 2004, scoring 28 tries,
the second most of any team in the tournament.
! Scotland are on a four-game winning streak, their joint-longest of the series so
far. They have not won five straight games since London and Dubai in 2017.
! They open their campaign against South Africa, a team they have not
beaten this series in four previous meetings. Their last victory came in
Paris in 2018.
! Scotland will look to end their four-game losing streak against Fiji dating
back to Dubai in 2017. They have not won this fixture since Paris in 2017.
! Their past two matches against Canada this series have been close,
decided by five points or less. They lost the last match 19-14 in
Vancouver, and have not lost two in a row since Sydney and Las Vegas
last year, trading wins in the subsequent six meetings.
! Scotland produced the most half-time comebacks of any team in Hong Kong,
winning three of their four games when trailing at the break.
! Max McFarland scored the third most tries of any player in Hong Kong with six.
! He has made the second most carries (142) and joint-second most linebreaks (24) of any player this season.
! Robbie Fergusson was Scotland’s leading try-scorer in Singapore last year
with six tries.
Cup titles (2)
SERIES
2016-17
2015-16
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ROUND
London
London
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DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
England (12-7)
South Africa (27-26)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
South africa TEAM notes
	
  
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
6th

Cape
Town
3rd

Hamilton

Sydney

4th

5th

Las
Vegas
7th

Vancouver
1st

Hong
Kong
7th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! South Africa have only won two of their 30 HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series
Cup titles in Asia, winning in Singapore in 2004 and Tokyo in 2013.
! After winning their first Cup title of the season in Vancouver, they are
looking to win more than one in a single season for the seventh
consecutive series. The last time they were held to just one Cup title was
2009-10, with London their only title success that series.
! They have reached the Cup semi-final in five of their previous sevens
visits to Singapore, but have only played in the final once.
! They have averaged 22 tries per tournament in their last two HSBC
Singapore Sevens.
! South Africa are the only team to top their pool in every event this series.
! The last time they finished second in their pool at a Sevens Series event
was Vancouver in 2018, 12 tournaments ago.
! South Africa conceded the least tries of any team in Hong Kong with 10. After
conceding 12 or more in their first four events, they have restricted their
opposition to 10 or less in each of their past three events.
! South Africa have won all five games against Scotland this series, scoring three
tries or more in all matches played, and restricting their opponents to 12 points
or less.
! South Africa will meet Canada for the first time this series, having last played
against them in Paris in 2018, winning 28-0. They are currently on a 19-game
winning streak dating back to Las Vegas in 2013.
! South Africa meet Fiji in the pool stage for the first time this series, with all five
previous games coming in Cup knock-outs or bronze finals.
! They have only met in the same pool on 14 previous occasions in their 86
matches overall since 2000.
! They last played Fiji in a pool match in Wellington in 2017, 25
tournaments ago. Their past 17 meetings have all been Cup knock-outs,
5th place play-offs, or bronze finals.
! They will play Fiji in a pool match in Singapore for the first time in 14
years after their previous three games were all been Cup knock-out
games.
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! Siviwe Soyizwapi needs two more tries to become the highest all-time tryscorer in Singapore, surpassing Fiji’s Nasoni Roko.
! He has been South Africa’s leading try-scorer in each of the past two
HSBC Singapore Sevens events, with seven tries in each tournament.
! He has scored at least one try in nine of his last 12 games at Singapore
National Stadium, including in five of his past six.
! Impi Visser and Werner Kock were South Africa’s leading try-scorers in Hong
Kong with three each.
! This was Visser’s biggest try total in a Sevens Series event after making
his debut in Dubai.
! In his 69th Sevens Series tournament, Branco du Preez will become the joint
most capped South African alongside Kyle Brown.
! He is South Africa’s second all-time leading point-scorer behind Cecil
Afrika (1430)
Cup titles (30)
SERIES
2019
2018
2018
2016-17
2016-17
2016-17
2016-17
2016-17
2015-16
2014-15
2014-15
2013-14
2013-14
2012-13
2012-13
2012-13
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2008-09
2008-09
2008-09
2007-08
2006-07
2005-06
2004-05
2003-04
2003-04
2002-03
2001-02
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ROUND
Vancouver
Paris
Dubai
Paris
Las Vegas
Sydney
Wellington
Dubai
Cape Town
Port Elizabeth
Dubai
Las Vegas
Port Elizabeth
Glasgow
Tokyo
Las Vegas
Edinburgh
London
Las Vegas
Adelaide
George
Dubai
Adelaide
Dubai
Paris
London
Singapore
Dubai
Cardiff
Wellington
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DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
France (21-12)
England (24-14)
New Zealand (24-12)
Scotland (15-5)
Fiji (19-12)
England (29-14)
Fiji (26-5)
Fiji (26-14)
Argentina (29-14)
New Zealand (26-17)
Australia (33-7)
New Zealand (14-7)
New Zealand (17-14)
New Zealand (28-21)
New Zealand (24-19)
New Zealand (40-21)
Australia (36-35)
Fiji (24-14)
Fiji (24-14)
Kenya (26-7)
New Zealand (12-7)
England (19-12)
New Zealand (15-7)
New Zealand (31-12)
Samoa (33-12)
England (21-12)
Argentina (24-19)
New Zealand (33-26)
Argentina (35-17)
Samoa (17-14)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
Spain TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
11th

Cape
Town
6th

Hamilton

Sydney

11th

7th

Las
Vegas
10th

Vancouver
13th

Hong
Kong
13th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! Spain reached the Cup quarter-finals in Singapore last season in their first
appearance at this event, suffering a narrow two-point loss to eventual runnersup Australia.
! Spain have scored 99 tries so far this series, and are only 10 tries away from
equalling their season record of 109 tries set last year.
! They have scored 15 or more tries in their past three, and five of their
seven, events this series, something they have never achieved on the
HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series.
! Spain made 36 offloads in Hong Kong, the joint-second most of any team, and
their most in a tournament this year.
! Spain will look to improve their defensive performance after conceding 24 tries
in Hong Kong, their most in a tournament this series.
! They conceded, on average 17.4 per tournament across the first five
events this series, but since Vancouver, have averaged 22 per event.
! They made the second-most missed tackles of any team in Hong Kong
(40), averaging 6.7 per game compared to 4.2 per game in Vancouver.
! Spain will be looking to end a four-game losing streak against Samoa dating
back to Singapore last year.
! Their only victory in their past seven matches against Samoa came in the
Challenge Trophy quarter-final in Vancouver in 2018.
! After recording their first Sevens Series victory against New Zealand in
Vancouver, Spain will be without two of their four try-scorers that day, with Pol
Pla and Ingacio Rodriguez-Guerra missing through injury.
! There are only five survivors in this current squad from that win, with
Francisco Hernandez, Joan Losada, Javier de Juan, Alejandro
Alonso and Manuel Sainz-Trapaga all named.
! In his 28th Sevens Series tournament, Francisco Hernandez will equal Javier
Carrion as Spain’s most capped player.
! In his debut Sevens Series appearance, Alejandro Sanchez de la Rosa
Hernandez was Spain’s leading try-scorer in Hong Kong with four.
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usa TEAM notes
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
2nd

Cape
Town
2nd

Hamilton

Sydney

2nd

2nd

Las
Vegas
1st

Vancouver
4th

Hong
Kong
3rd

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

! USA are the only team to play a Cup semi-final in all seven events this series.
! They have reached this stage at the HSBC Singapore Sevens just once
in four previous visits here, finishing runner-up in 2017.
! They won the Challenge Trophy in Singapore last year, and have not
played on this side of the draw on day two of an event since.
! This will be their fifth appearance in Singapore after first playing in 2004, and
then not returning until 2016.
! They have scored 21 or more tries at each of their past three visits to
Singapore since 2016.
! USA have scored 158 tries this series, the third most of any team, and their
most after seven events in series history.
! At the same point last season, they had scored nine less tries than their
current total, and are only 44 tries away from breaking their season
record of 207 tries set in 2016-17.
! They are averaging 22.6 tries per tournament this series.
! USA have scored the most tries of any team in two of the past three Singapore
Sevens, with 21 tries in 2016 and 25 tries in 2017.
! The Eagles Sevens made the most line-breaks of any team in Hong Kong with
26. They have made the second-most overall of any team this series (169)
behind New Zealand (174), and are one of three teams averaging four per
game.
! USA made the second most visits of any team to the opposition-22 in Hong
Kong with 30, scoring the second most tries. This was their most 22-visits in a
tournament since Cape Town (36).
! The USA defence was the most efficient in Hong Kong, making the joint-fewest
missed tackles (18) and enjoying the highest completion rate of 81.3 per cent
! USA have won their past five, and 14 of the past 15 games against Wales
dating back to Port Elizabeth in 2014. Their only loss in this period came in
London in 2017.
! USA have won both previous matches against Kenya this series, 41-0 in Sydney
and 26-10 in Las Vegas. Last series they were winless in four matches, with two
losses and two draws. They have not won three matches against Kenya in the
same series since 2014-15 in Dubai, Port Elizabeth and Hong Kong.
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! USA’s six-match Sevens Series undefeated streak against England ended in
Hong Kong, suffering their first loss since Singapore last year.
! They have not lost back-to-back games against England since Hong
Kong in 2016 and Las Vegas in 2017.
! Carlin Isles scored nine tries in Hong Kong, the most of any player in a single
tournament this series.
! He is now eight tries away from equalling his 2018 series record of 49.
! He is nine tries away from becoming the seventh player, and first since
Perry Baker in 2017-18 to score 50 tries in a single series.
! He is five tries away from equalling Perry Baker’s all-time USA record.
! He has scored a hat-trick in each of his past two games against Wales,
the Eagles Sevens first pool opponents in Singapore.
! After also scoring hat-tricks against Canada in Tokyo in 2015 and
in Sydney this series, Isles will be looking to score three against
the same opposition for the first time.
! He was the leading try-scorer in Singapore last year with eight tries, and
has been the leading or joint-leading try-scorer in six of the past 11
Sevens Series events dating back to Hong Kong last year.
! Stephen Tomasin and Ben Pinkelman are the only Eagles Sevens players to
have played all 42 games so far this season.
! Ben Pinkelman has made the second most offloads (27) and third most carries
(130) of any player this season.

Cup titles (3)
SERIES
2019
2018
2014-15
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Las Vegas
Las Vegas
London
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DEFEATED IN CUP FINAL
Samoa (27-0)
Argentina (28-0)
Australia (45-22)

HSBC WORLD RUGBY SEVENS SERIES 2019
WALES TEAM notes
	
  
2019 Series results by event
Dubai
13th

!

Cape
Town
14th

Hamilton

Sydney

15th

11th

Las
Vegas
14th

Vancouver
11th

Hong
Kong
14th

Singapore

London

Paris

-

-

-

Only three series points separates Wales in 15th from Kenya in 13th on the
HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series standings.
! Wales won the Challenge Trophy in Singapore in 2017, and have finished
ninth overall in two of their past three appearances at this event.
! They finished 11th last year after losing their Challenge Trophy semi-final
against Canada.

! Wales scored 16 tries in Hong Kong, their joint-highest total in a tournament this
series alongside Cape Town and Vancouver.
! They will be looking to score 16 or more tries in three straight
tournaments for the first time since Singapore, Paris and London in 2017.
! Wales made 36 offloads in Hong Kong, their most in a tournament this year, and
more than their two previous events combined.
! Wales have traded victories with Kenya this series, sharing one win apiece.
Both games have been close, decided by a converted try or less.
! After leading 19-5 at half-time against England in Hong Kong, Wales conceded
31 unanswered points in the second-half to lose 36-19.
! It was only the second half-time lead this season they have squandered,
and first since Cape Town against Kenya.
! Luke Treharne is the only Welsh player in the current squad to have played in
all three HSBC Singapore Sevens events since its return to the series calendar
in 2016.
! He has scored the most tries (12), made the second most carries (94)
and fourth most line-breaks (8) for Wales this series.
! Ethan Davies is the only change to the Welsh squad from Hong Kong. He was
Wales’ leading point-scorer in Singapore last year with 15, featuring one try and
five conversions.
! Ben Roach has made the most line-breaks for Wales this series with 13.
! Tom Rogers made the fifth most carries of any player in Hong Kong (25), and
the most of any Welsh player in a single tournament this series.
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